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Ecclesiastes 10:1-7 (NIV)

1 As  dead flies  give  perfume a  bad  smell,  so  a  little  folly  outweighs

wisdom and honor.  2 The heart of the wise inclines to the right, but the

heart of the fool to the left. 3 Even as fools walk along the road, they lack

sense and show everyone how stupid they are. 4 If a ruler's anger rises

against you, do not leave your post; calmness can lay great offenses to

rest.

5 There is an evil I have seen under the sun, the sort of error that arises

from a ruler: 6 Fools are put in many high positions, while the rich occupy

the low ones. 7 I have seen slaves on horseback, while princes go on foot

like slaves.
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"Inflict not on an enemy every injury in your power, for he may afterwards

become your friend." Moslih Eddin Saadi



"The prince must be a fox to recognize the traps and a lion to frighten the

wolves." Niccoló Machiavelli The Prince

"Fortune favours the audacious." Erasmus 



Introduction

"There are only two mistakes one can make along the road to truth; not
going all the way, and not starting." Buddah

"Real knowledge is to know the extent of one's ignorance." Confucius

"Marxism  will  march  shoulder  to  shoulder  with  democracy  until  it
succeeds indirectly in securing for its own criminal purposes even the
support of those whose minds are nationally oriented and whom Marxism
strives to exterminate." Mein Kampf

Jeremiah 7:9-11 (NIV)
9 "'Will you steal and murder, commit adultery and perjury, burn incense
to Baal and follow other gods you have not known, 10 and then come and
stand before me in this house, which bears my Name, and say, "We are
safe" safe to do all  these detestable things?  11 Has this house, which
bears my Name,  become a den of  robbers to you? But  I  have been
watching! declares the Lord."

"Apollon as destroyer, as the god of what is essentially "order" targets
disruptive  elements that  can be characterised as "darkness"  or  "evil".
This likewise is  reflected in the image of  Apollon as the archer,  if  we
consider that the arrow is likened to rays of light and the god is at the
apex of his shower of darts, making them move together in their course
towards their target." The Name of Apollon by Lykeia

"My lord Apollo,  single out the guilty ones;  destroy them, O destroyer
god." Archilochus of Paros

Ecclesiastes 10:4 (NIV)
4 If a ruler's anger rises against you, do not leave your post; calmness
can lay great offenses to rest.

Revelation 3:9 (NIV)
9 "I will make those who are of the synagogue of Satan, who claim to be
Jews though they are not, but are liars. I will make them come and fall
down at your feet and acknowledge that I have loved you."

"And the one and only sensible policy can but be to let things take their
course and to await the coming Destroyer, destined to clear the ground
for the building of a new "Age of Truth": the One Whom the Hindus name
Kalki and hail as the tenth and last Incarnation of Vishnu; the Destroyer
Whose advent is the condition of the preservation of Life, according to
Life’s everlasting laws." The Lightning and the Sun by Savitri Devi
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1: Democracy

Our current democracy is being used against us as a weapon in our own

destruction.  We  now  have  generations  of  adults  brought  up  and

indoctrinated by the deception that our democracy is our freedom. Voting

for people who are plotting against you is not freedom. Free people know

the truth and live under just rule. 

Currently candidates are selected by their party either because they are

suitably  malignant  or  suitably  ignorant  and  malleable.  It  makes  no

difference  which  of  the  Lib/Lab/Con  or  any  other  party  enslaved  by

political correctness you vote for because the outcome is the same in the

end: Our destruction. Multi party democracy is a proven failure, a tool for

division, corruption and subversion.

Solution: The nation is the party and the people are its members,

constituents and elected leaders.

A nation must be governed by the truth with the best interests of all its

people at heart.

The truth is both found and defended by hard questioning.

From among the people  national  and local  leaders  will  be found and

selected based on merit and public examinations open to all. From these

the people will vote some into parliament and others into local councils.

The elected leaders seek the best solution for the people and pass or

vote down their own rules and regulations, doing away with the house of

Lords whose membership is currently given as reward to people for their

subversive contributions to the New World Order.
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While this system will filter out those unable to govern competently it still

risks subversives slipping through. But as everyone then will know what

forms subversion takes, such people will  easily be identified and dealt

with by the law before any lasting damage has been done.

Local Level

As much power as possible must be devolved to county and town level.

Publicly elected councillors will be required to come to the best decision

based on intelligent inquiry and debate. Proceedings to be made readily

available to the public. Subversives would find it difficult to deceive an

enlighted public and impossible to deceive everyone.
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2: Religion

Combine Christianity and Apollonian Philosophy

A religion needs to be a rock, solid, visible to all, easy to understand and

therefore incorruptible.  It  cannot  be  contrary  or  immoral,  it  cannot  be

petty or too severe else people will lack respect and turn against it. If fear

is  the  power  that  holds  it  together,  breakdown  and  rebellion  are  a

constant  threat.  Real  strength  comes  from respect  not  fear.  Respect

comes  from  balance  and  people  understanding  why,  love  comes

because it is honourable.

Apollonian Philosophy:

Apollonian philosophy is the embodiment of order, moderation, reason,

culture, harmony, restraint, practicality, honour, truth and light.

It is compatible with Christianity. In fact you can't have one without the

other, together they are a rock.

The Problem

Jeremiah 7:9-11 New International Version (NIV)

9 "'Will you steal and murder, commit adultery and perjury, burn incense

to Baal and follow other gods you have not known, 10 and then come and

stand before me in this house, which bears my Name, and say, "We are

safe" safe to do all  these detestable things?  11 Has this house, which

bears my Name,  become a den of  robbers to you? But  I  have been

watching! declares the Lord."
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Ezekiel 22:23-29 (NIV)

23 Again the word of the Lord came to me:  24 "Son of man, say to the

land, 'You are a land that has not been cleansed or rained on in the day

of wrath.' 25 There is a conspiracy of her princes within her like a roaring

lion tearing its prey;  they devour people,  take treasures and precious

things and make many widows within her.  26 Her priests do violence to

my law and profane my holy things; they do not distinguish between the

holy and the common; they teach that there is no difference between the

unclean and the clean; and they shut their eyes to the keeping of my

Sabbaths, so that I am profaned among them. 27 Her officials within her

are like wolves tearing their prey; they shed blood and kill people to make

unjust gain.  28 Her prophets whitewash these deeds for them by false

visions and lying divinations. They say, 'This is what the Sovereign Lord

says' when the Lord has not spoken. 29 The people of the land practice

extortion  and  commit  robbery;  they  oppress  the  poor  and needy and

mistreat the foreigner, denying them justice."

Isaiah 48:8-11 (NIV)

8 You have neither heard nor understood; from of old your ears have not

been open. Well do I know how treacherous you are; you were called a

rebel from birth. 9 For my own name's sake I delay my wrath; for the sake

of my praise I hold it back from you, so as not to destroy you completely.

10 See, I have refined you, though not as silver; I have tested you in the

furnace of affliction. 11 For my own sake, for my own sake, I do this. How

can I let myself be defamed? I will not yield my glory to another.

Revelation 2:9 (NIV)

9 "I know your afflictions and your poverty, yet you are rich! I know about

the  slander  of  those  who say  they  are  Jews  and  are  not,  but  are  a

synagogue of Satan."
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Revelation 3:9 (NIV)

9 "I will make those who are of the synagogue of Satan, who claim to be

Jews though they are not, but are liars. I will make them come and fall

down at your feet and acknowledge that I have loved you."

Romans 2:22 (NIV)

22 As  it  is  written:  "God's  name  is  blasphemed  among  the  Gentiles

because of you."

The Solution Apollonian Christianity

The Name of Apollon by Lykeia

"To promote order and justice, Apollon must enforce it by the destruction

of that which is against nature or violates the social contract, that is to

say the rules by which people peacefully and successfully live together

and upon which they agree. It is for this reason that Apollon gives a voice

in the assembly to everyone to have an equal say in their society and

therefore embodies all that we enjoy from a democratic state. No man

can block the freedom of  another when all  are in council  with shared

citizens' privilege to speak equally."

The Name of Apollon by Lykeia

"Apollon as destroyer, as the god of what is essentially "order" targets

disruptive  elements that  can be characterised as "darkness"  or  "evil".

This likewise is  reflected in the image of  Apollon as the archer,  if  we

consider that the arrow is likened to rays of light and the god is at the

apex of his shower of darts, making them move together in their course

towards their target."

The Name of Apollon by Lykeia

"Therefore the protective and destructive powers of Apollon are one and

the same, as the destructive nature of the god is often bent toward
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maintaining the harmony of a thing by destroying that which corrupts its

purity and natural balance. In this fashion the destroyer is beneficial to

humanity and the cosmos, and his harsher nature is tempered by his

compassion towards humanity as a whole, the same compassion that

compelled him to mythically plead our case during one of  his father's

rages against the human race. In this respect destruction cannot be bad,

but rather a good as a cosmic necessity."

The Name of Apollon by Lykeia

"Apollon merely brings about the timely end of life, and most especially

for those who are esteemed by him, when their allotted period on earth

comes to an end. Such is the case recounted by Homer in the Odyssey

when he speaks of the Island of Syria. There, he says, men and women

do not age, but rather, at the end of their lives are slain, the men by the

arrows of Apollon, and the women by those of his twin Artemis."

The Name of Apollon by Lykeia

"A not insignificant part of Apollon's function as destroyer deals with the

maintenance  and  restoration  of  purity  of  the  body  and  of  the  soul's

natural harmonic tendency."

The Name of Apollon by Lykeia

"This  too  is  extended  to  the  nature  of  the  soul  that  depends  on  its

periodic cleansing and the renewal between lives for its well being."

The Name of Apollon by Lykeia

"Through the mechanism of music Apollon promotes continual concord

and likewise permanently binds together the separated multitude into a

whole."
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The Name of Apollon by Lykeia

"So profound were the effects of his songs of obedience and concord that

they were said to have influenced the minds of listeners to renounce their

animosities and reunite in fraternity."

The Name of Apollon by Lykeia

"Thereby, regardless of one's personal view of the philosophy, even here

we find  elements of  the common regard of  Apollon  as  destroyer,  the

purifier (or washer), the one who directs harmonious movement and the

god who unifies or brings all into assembly."

The Name of Apollon by Lykeia

"Apollon  as  oracle  shares  a  great  commonality  too  with  Apollon  as

shepherd  and  Apollon  as  Agyicus  of  the  road,  which  may  be  more

relevant  to  the  modern  worshiper.  In  the  former  he  is  a  protective

caregiving guide and in the later a god who manages all that is carried

along  the  roads  and  guards  against  that  which  is  unfavorable  as  he

illuminates the path to one's home or destination."

The Name of Apollon by Lykeia

"Apollon indicates the road that one must go down or which road one is

currently traveling."

The Name of Apollon by Lykeia

"Considering him as a god who indicates the road towards harmony."

John 14:2 (NIV)

2 My Father's house has many rooms; if that were not so, would I have

told you that I am going there to prepare a place for you?

John 14:6 (NIV)

6 Jesus answered,  "I  am the way and the truth  and the life.  No one

comes to the Father except through me."
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Ephesians 4:32 (NIV)

32 Be kind and compassionate to one another, forgiving each other, just

as in Christ God forgave you.

1 Peter 1:22 (NIV)

22 Now that you have purified yourselves by obeying the truth so that you

have sincere love for each other, love one another deeply, from the heart.

John 15:13-15 (NIV)

13 "Greater love has no one than this: to lay down one's life for one's

friends.  14 You are my friends if you do what I command.  15 I no longer

call  you  servants,  because  a  servant  does  not  know  his  master's

business. Instead, I have called you friends, for everything that I learned

from my Father I have made known to you."
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3: Economy

Mass immigration and capitalism are used by the Synagogue of Satan to

impoverish  the  people  and  create  revolutionary  conditions.  They  can

grow GDP by growing the population and increasing spending with more

debt  but  they  do  so  by  making  the  people  poorer  than  they  would

otherwise  be.  It  isn't  happening  by accident.  They use  the  screen  of

capitalism to reduce wages and make housing unafordable and then tell

people the solution is slavery and not being able to own a home at all

under Communism!

Banking and Interest

The idea that an individual or group of individuals can own a busness

that creates money out of thin air and lends to the public or anyone else

for interest is just wrong. Nationalised high street banks would lend to the

public and business on a low fixed interest. Government would sell bonds

direct  to  the  public  if  they  required  borrowings,  rather  than  borrow

created money at interest from their own central banks. Usury would be

outlawed.

Housing

Nobody needs to own more than one home. By buying a second home or

several for rental an individual is putting his wants above others needs.

This pushes up the price of housing for those less fortunate and provides

the landlord with an income that has a negative impact of society. If only

those living in a property can own it,  price competition for housing is

greatly reduced and prices fall making homes affordable for all. Council

housing would still be provided to those with genuine need of it.
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Income

Immigration reduces wages as workers can be found from outside the

nation and brought in to do jobs for less. Jobs can also be outsourced

and done overseas. Both have a negative effect on wages and wealth

distribution. If  jobs can't  be outsourced and workers can't  be imported

then employers are forced to compete for workers just like they have to

compete for customers. The best companies would be able to afford the

best  wages.  While  companies producing goods and services that  are

shoddy  or  unwanted  would  fail  due  to  their  inability  to  compete  for

workers as well as their inability to attract customers. 

Too many workers in the marketplace and companies can afford to pay

them badly, chew them up and spit them out. While a tight labour market

without immigration forces improvements in training, education, pay and

conditions. Value comes from scarcity while easy access to workers from

overseas puts downward pressure on wages and denies opportunities to

our own people.

Taxation

Income taxes at twenty percent would be much lower than present as a

nationalist government would be free of Marxist and capitalist subversion.

Council  tax  would  be  abolished  as  the  best  and  quickest  means  of

putting  more  money  in  peoples  pockets.  Council  services  would  be

funded by government. 

VAT would be abolished for all goods and services that are produced in

the UK including building works and repairs. The rate of VAT imposed on

foreign goods would vary according to need. So for example Oranges

and Bananas would be zero rated, while plastic tat would be taxed out of

the market.
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Pensions

National Insurance contributions are currently thrown into the black hole

of Government debt. There is no fund. This is a fraud that would have the

directors of  a pension/insurance company arrested.  NI  is used by the

government as a stealth tax and needs to be abolished. Replaced by a

personal investment trust fund that the government is required to pay a

lump sum into  at  birth,  this  can  then  be  topped up  throughout  one's

working  life  providing  decades  of  growth  on  the  original  investment.

Pension funds will not be taxed by a Nationalist government.

Nationalisation

Banks would be nationalised but kept separate and independent. Some

things can be done more efficiently by a monopoly. Gas, electricity, water,

trains and the Royal Mail would all be nationalised and run for the benefit

of the people. The amount the public would pay for these services would

be enough to cover costs including infrastructure investmemts.

Business

All  businesses will  be British owned. Limits will  be put on the size of

certain businesses. Supermarkets and chains will be broken up and staff

ownership encouraged. Existing companies maintain their supply chains

providing stores with a choice of supplier.

Currency

Silver backed currency. One Pound will  be worth one pound weight of

925 Sterling Silver.  To keep things simple one Pound will  consist one

hundred Schillings and each Schilling one hundred Pence.
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4: Society

The safest most stable society is not diverse. It is made up of one people

and one religion  working together  for  the  common good.  Deliberately

introduce  different  races  and  religions  and  the  outcome  is  entirely

predictable. Societal breakdown and oppression.

NHS

Without the burden of mass immigration and subversion the NHS could

be the Rolls Royce of medical services. 

Employing medical staff from overseas deprives other countries of much

needed talent. You don't really believe our people are incapable of being

trained to do these jobs, do you?

Welfare

Benefits  are  supposed  to  provide  a  safety  net  for  those  who  are  in

genuine need. The Marxist strategy of paying people to sit round all day

so they can then call them lazy and import workers instead will end.

Family

The  best  way  to  bring  up  children  is  in  families.  Marriage  will  be

encouraged and  motherhood cherished.  While  all  the  cultural  Marxist

ideas on the subject will be swept away.

Education

Subversion of the education system will stop. Schools will no longer fail

and lie to our children. Every child will  leave school knowing they are

valuable, needed and have a real and worthwhile contribution to make.
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Selected university courses would be paid for by the state and would

train our people to do the jobs society really needs.

Media and Advertising

All  newspapers,  radio  stations,  TV channels  and advertising agencies

must be British owned. Individuals and companies must not own more

than one. State controlled media like the BBC will be improved, simplified

and reduced in size. Two TV channels and five radio stations. Local radio

would be left  to the private sector. With the licence fee abolished the

service would be free to air.

Law and Order

All laws, rules and regulations that were created to advance the interests

of the New World Order and big business will be torn up. The law will be

simplified and new subversion and treason laws would be created. Real

freedom means just rule by elected leaders who tell the truth and have

the best interests of the people at heart. The best defense against nation

wrecking subversion are sound, clear,  incorruptible laws, the need for

which are easily understood by all.

Naturalisation

Those immigrants who want to be reincarnated white British may stay if

they don't have more/any children. White European immigrants wishing

to  have  children  must  change  their  names  to  British  ones.  Common

sense required.
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5: Defence

Once all nations are under God all war and conflict will end. Until then:

Defence  spending  will  increase.  Bureaucracy,  corruption  and  waste

would be minimised, particularly as much of it is subversive in nature. All

material and equipment would be manufactured in the UK.

Equipment would be of the highest standard. In the event we are unable

to design items of the highest quality in a timely manner (The SA80 for

example) we would seek to manufacture under license in the UK the very

best foreign designed equipment.

People/companies will not make profits from wars. In the event of a war

suppliers would be expected to maintain their peace time rate of profit.

So if their net profit was ten Pounds per item and we required ten times

the usual  number we would expect  their  profit  per item to  fall  to one

Pound.  Any  defence  company  found  profiteering  would  either  be

nationalised or another supplier would be found. Directors of profiteering

companies would be held liable.

All  former  military  personnel  would  be  guaranteed  employment  and

training in the nationalised industry or government/council service of their

choice.  The  current  system  wastes  the  talent  and  dedication  of  our

service people quite deliberately.

The armed forces will no longer be sent on missions whose only aim is to

waste the lives of  patriots,  rack up debt,  make money for oil/defence

companies and destabilise the world for the New World Order.
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6: Policing

The vast majority of people who join the police do so because they want

to make society safe for its citizens. They are good people who are being

used and lied to. They too are the victims of government deception, rules

and regulations.

The government wants you to hate the police because it wants to force

the police to defend their "democracy" right up to the moment they intend

to discard it and have those same police men and women savaged by a

communist mob.

We are a long way from the friendly Bobby of the 1950's who everyone

knew  and  respected.  That's  because  "progress"  is  revolutionary  and

requires increasing levels of oppression until it finally collapses. Without

the  subversion  the  immigration  and  lies  the  only  real  differences  in

policing  today  would  be  provided  by  scientific  and  technological

advancements.

Under Nationalism the police force would exist to serve it's citizens not its

elected leaders. There would be more police on the streets with much

less paperwork and they would again be the reassuring presence they

used to be.
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